princeton in washington
In the PIW program, the STARS and STRIPES take on a whole new meaning!

Announcing the PIW Kick-Off event for Summer 2013!
Tuesday, June 11 (Time to be Announced) Hall of the States Building, Washington, D.C.
The Princeton-in-Washington (PIW) program is open to students in the Classes of 2014, 2015, and 2016 who will be
in the Washington, DC area during the summer months. You can sign up at any time—even during the summer—but
make sure to sign up as soon as possible to receive information about the Kick-Off
and many other fantastic events!
To sign-up, simply join the listserv at

http://bit.ly/Princeton-in-Washington
For more information about the program, visit our website at ocsweb.princeton.edu/piw
or contact Bowen Peard ’15 at piwc@princeton.edu.
Meet Princeton alumni who are
engaged in many areas of D.C.
life—from government, to science,
to the arts.
“(The PIW events I attended) were a
wonderful way to see the breadth of career
options available in the DC area, ranging
from politics to NGOs to corporations. It
was also a really neat way to hear some
pretty incredible stories from people who
are experts in their fields.”
–Tara Ohrtman ’13

Learn about diverse career paths.

Form a strong community with
fellow students and a helpful
network for the summer.
“PIW made my summer in DC a
once-in-a-lifetime experience... My
suggestion for any intern working in DC
is to go to every single PIW event because
it would be a pity for anyone to miss any
of these thrilling experiences.”
– Jack Ching ’13

Attend informative and fun social events.

"Whether it was meeting with
representatives from the FBI, CIA, Federal
Reserve Board, or the White House, the PIW
program greatly enriched my summer
internship experience by encouraging me to
think about how my interests and
background may translate into valuable
public service careers in the future."
– Shirley Gao ’13

36 University Place, Suite 200
Princeton, New Jersey 08544

"PIW embodies everything that makes
Princeton unique and the best. This
program made my summer because I
got to see the CIA, sit in Bernanke's
chair in the Fed board room, visit the
Pentagon and even tour the D.C.
Google office.”
– Samson Schatz ’13
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